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Debating Global Totalitarianism

Friends and enemies alike alternatively called nacionalismo ‘‘Catholic na-
cionalismo,’’ ‘‘clericofascism,’’ or, more bluntly, ‘‘Christianized fascism.’’

A self-ascribed Catholicism and its explicit adherence to a generic form of
fascism informed the nacionalistas’ understanding of these terms. Father
Gustavo J. Franceschi’s position conforms to them well. The di√erence
between Franceschi and most of the nacionalista camp was that Franceschi
did not accept Italian fascism as the solution, whereas nacionalistas, though
they did not agree wholesale with the Italian brand of fascism, could ideolog-
ically rationalize it as another form of generic nacionalismo.

Most nacionalistas linked fascism, nacionalismo, and Catholicism. This
linkage, of course, misrepresented Italian fascism, and Franceschi was one of
the few nacionalistas who noticed this. Only parts of Italian fascism, he con-
stantly argued, could be incorporated into Argentine nacionalismo. Most
nacionalistas agreed with this assessment, but for di√erent reasons (includ-
ing financial and propaganda interests) they never made this explicit. For
many, it was obvious that nacionalismo, as an Argentine phenomenon, was
di√erent from Italian fascism. Although César Pico represented this view, he
alone criticized Franceschi for his position. Most nacionalistas preferred to
turn a blind eye to Franceschi’s misgivings about fascism and were happy to
include him in their political cadre. Probably because of his position as a
mouthpiece for the church hierarchy, however, many nacionalistas did not
identify with Franceschi but saw him distinctly as a fellow traveler. All in all,
few Catholics and nacionalista intellectuals could conceive of political alter-
natives outside of nacionalismo. This situation became painfully apparent
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during discussions provoked by the visit to Argentina of French Catholic
philosopher Jacques Maritain, the so-called Maritain debate.∞

Jacques Maritain Meets the Clericofascists

The ‘‘Maritain debate’’ divided Argentine Catholicism between a minority
who supported Jacques Maritain’s move toward a Catholic form of democ-
racy and the majority of clericofascist nacionalistas, who did not. The de-
bate represented a real trauma for nacionalistas. Argentine clericofascists
considered Maritain a father of theory and most of his works, unlike those of
Italian or Portuguese rightist thinkers, were extensively available in Spanish
translations.≤

An important part of Maritain’s earlier work focused on the relationship
between religion and politics. Maritain’s approach emphazised a form of
‘‘integral’’ Catholicism that Argentines found particularly attractive. It pre-
sented nacionalistas with an appealing conception of political autonomy
while simultaneously critiquing modernity by highlighting alternative Cath-
olic possibilities. This conception, many nacionalistas believed, avoided the
‘‘errors’’ of the French thinker and leader of the movement Action Française,
Charles Maurras, and his ‘‘naturalist’’ form of nationalism.≥ Thus Maritain
emphasized the ‘‘supremacy of the spiritual’’ over politics, or what he called
the ‘‘metapolitical’’ authority of the church, although he also warned of the
problems that a full identification of political parties and the church could
bring, even if politics remained fully subordinate.∂ All told, however, Argen-
tine clericofascists embraced Maritain’s notions of ‘‘indirect power’’ and the
metapolitical authority of the church, as these notions mirrored their own
ideas about the relative autonomy of the nacionalista movement and its
dependence upon guidance from the church.∑

It was in this intellectual context that Maritain visited Argentina in 1936. It
is symptomatic of the Argentine refusal to acknowledge the changing, ‘‘pro-
gressive’’ character of Maritain’s work—which began in the mid-1930s—that
a profile of Maritain originally written in 1923 was republished in Spanish by
the Cursos de Cultura Católica as late as 1935.∏ Even when they knew about
Maritain’s recent thinking, nacionalista intellectuals like Father Leonardo
Castellani, Federico Ibarguren, Enrique Osés, and César Pico presented the
same static and old-fashioned view of Maritain when introducing the phi-
losopher to di√erent Argentine venues.π

However, to the dismay of the Argentines, the Maritain who arrived in
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Argentina refused to abide by the version Argentine fascists presented of
him.∫ Maritain’s Humanisme Intégral was published in 1936, some days before
he boarded the ship to Argentina, and by the time Maritain was giving talks
in that country many nacionalistas had read it.Ω In this book, he extensively
criticized fascism as a form of totalitarianism, elaborating on ideas he pre-
sented in lectures in Santander, Spain, which were eventually published in
1935 as Problemas espirituales y temporales de una nueva cristiandad, a book that
was also widely read in Argentina.∞≠ In these lectures—and in his previous
book The Things That Are Not Caesar’s—Maritain had already warned against
a strict political formation based solely on Catholicism.∞∞ Before his visit in
July 1936, Sur (a mainstream literary journal) published Maritain’s essay ‘‘A
Letter on Independence,’’ in which he claimed that he (unlike Franceschi)
was willing to engage with leftist publications. Moreover, Maritain criticized
in particular the Catholic predilection for ‘‘solutions of the Mussolinian
type.’’ By presenting fascism and communism as two anti-Catholic poles,
Maritain defiantly made clear his opposition to the clericofascist conception
of politics. For him, fascism could never be an instrument of God.∞≤

During his two-month visit to Argentina, Maritain gave lectures at the
Cursos de Cultura Católica that generated great expectations among na-
cionalistas, and the nacionalista press took part in the enthusiastic reception
of the French philosopher.∞≥ But to the surprise of his Argentine admirers, he
also accepted an invitation to give a lecture at the Hebraic Society. At a time
when most Argentine Catholic intellectuals were engaged in an active anti-
Semitic campaign, Maritain criticized anti-Semitism at the Cursos, espe-
cially excoriating its Catholic variant, as epitomized by the clericofascist
newspaper Crisol. For Maritain, Catholicism could not be equated ‘‘with a
spirit of blind hatred.’’ The director of Crisol, Enrique Osés, reluctantly
concluded that it was painful but necessary for Argentine Catholics to re-
spond negatively to Maritain. Crisol argued that Maritain ‘‘neither represents
the church nor Christian philosophy,’’ and that Maritain’s criticism of fas-
cism and anti-Semitism amounted to an attack against ‘‘our church and the
fatherland [patria].’’∞∂

Maritain, by 1936, was on the verge of becoming a full-fledged antifascist,
making his visit to Argentina ripe for an Oedipal confrontation. His pres-
ence put in question the nacionalista tendency to read European events and
theorists selectively. The nacionalistas answered Maritain’s criticism with
aggressive, critical dialogue that soon devolved into an all-or-nothing dis-
pute over the Catholic legitimacy of Argentine nacionalismo.
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Maritain also had social and intellectual exchanges with the Sur literary
group that Criterio, one year later, would describe as ‘‘communist.’’∞∑ In
this debate, Maritain proposed for Argentine politics an ‘‘e√ective union’’
between socialists and Catholics similar to that in Belgium. He probably
hoped to establish a bridge between the Left and Right by speaking in their
di√erent venues. He also denounced both fascism and communism as forms
of totalitarianism.∞∏

As soon as the Sur debate ended, most nacionalistas who heard about it
expressed anger and dismay.∞π Father Leonardo Castellani, the prominent
nacionalista intellectual, a former student of Maritain in Paris in 1932, and a
self-described disciple of the French thinker, was present at the debate, and
although he did not want to confront his former master, he could not let
Maritain’s proposal for a democratic Catholic alliance go without com-
ment.∞∫ Although Maritain had already stated his opposition to an Argentine
‘‘strong state’’ maintained through brute force and fascist means, Father
Castellani countered that this remained the best option for Argentina. He
implored Maritain to reconsider his position by taking into account the
specificity of the Argentine context and the urgent need for authoritarian
politics. In short, Castellani suggested that Catholics should embrace po-
litical movements—namely, nacionalismo—that expressed their interests.
Maritain compared that suggestion with the errors of Maurrasianism, and
he described Castellani’s position as ‘‘miserable and misguiding.’’ He argued
that a ‘‘fascist style takeover of power’’ as put forward by Castellani could
only ‘‘lead directly to civil war’’ and ultimately to what he defined as an un-
Catholic position. In short, Maritain criticized the whole ideological frame-
work of nacionalismo, explicitly the alliance between Argentine fascism and
the church.∞Ω

Maritain had originally been invited to Buenos Aires as the French dele-
gate for the reunion of the international pen Club when a meeting was held
in September 1936. At the meeting, Maritain sided with antifascist delegates
in a proposal for the condemnation of anti-Semitism. He clearly opposed the
position of prominent nacionalista members of the Argentine delegation
such as Carlos Ibarguren and Manuel Gálvez, who preferred to abstain on
such an issue.≤≠

The pen Club provided an unlikely forum for a discussion about fascism
between fascists and antifascists from both sides of the Atlantic. This situa-
tion could not have happened in Italy after the early years of the Mussolini
regime. Though some nacionalistas expressed exasperation about delegate
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Emil Ludwig’s project to write a biography of General San Martín—the
founding farther of Argentine independence—most nacionalistas focused on
the problems of the development of the Spanish civil war and Maritain’s
equation of fascism with totalitarianism.≤∞ The very idea that Maritain had
willingly become a symbol of Argentine antifascism was astonishing for
both his former clericofascist admirers and Argentina’s progressive Catholic
minority.≤≤

The Catholic antifascist vision of a ‘‘new Christianity’’ contrasted with
the ‘‘Christian new order’’ that nacionalistas like Meinvielle had advocated.
Among the nacionalistas, Franceschi may have been the only one who re-
mained in personal contact with Maritain. While openly disagreeing with
Maritain on such delicate subjects as the sacred quality of the Spanish
Civil War or the idea of fascism as an instrument of God, Franceschi never
broke with Maritain but suggested that the French philosopher had recently
adopted a ‘‘naive’’ attitude.≤≥ But for Meinvielle, the Maritain a√air was a
di√erent story. Since Meinvielle was in charge of Criterio during Franceschi’s
long visit to the fascist front in the Spanish Civil War,≤∂ this publication
became a center of critique and debate about Maritain.≤∑ For Meinvielle,
Maritain was ‘‘the philosopher, the lawyer of the Spanish reds . . . and the
friend of the Jews of the Hebraic Society and the pen Club, the ‘judaizantes’
and ‘comunoides’ of Sur and the Buenos Aires yellow press.’’ Meinvielle
identified Maritain and his ‘‘friends’’ with the ‘‘mockery of Christ’’ and the
opposition to the pope.≤∏ He argued that given his ‘‘naive’’ and ‘‘infantile at-
titudes’’ Maritain could not even perceive what ‘‘every normal woman’’
could.≤π The image of women as naive and distanced from politics expresses
an extensively shared traditional idea of gender relations within naciona-
lismo. Women, with some notable exceptions such as Silveyra de Oyuela or
Delfina Bunge de Gálvez, had an important but subaltern role in the move-
ment. The Argentine church and its traditional politics of gender played no
small role here. By using gendered descriptions of Maritain, Meinvielle
highlighted an extensively shared fear about the uncanny role that women, or
those that he identified with them, could play in politics and society.

For Meinvielle, the Spanish civil war was indeed a ‘‘holy war’’ and Franco
‘‘the mere instrument of God.’’ ‘‘The nacionalista and Catholic Spain,’’
Meinvielle argued, had to be defended with violent means. In short, for
Meinvielle, Maritain had become an ‘‘antifascist.’’≤∫ As a regular reader of
Criterio, Maritain wrote from France contesting Meinvielle’s position as
representing a ‘‘holy cause.’’ He argued that the Argentine priest was ‘‘dis-
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honest’’ and that he engaged in ad hominem critiques. ‘‘The methods of Mr.
Meinvielle are not . . . examples of justice and moderation; they are apt to
dishonor polemics.’’≤Ω

Most nacionalista critics focused on Maritain’s denunciation of fascism as
a form of totalitarianism, a focus which was developed during his stay in
Argentina and increased after he left. Maritain made clear to clericofascists
that their very existence contradicted the teachings of the church. In addi-
tion, he refused to see the Spanish conflict as a ‘‘holy war.’’≥≠ Argentina
was not the only place where Maritain was excoriated for his stance on
Spain. In Spain, the Spanish fascist Ramón Serrano Suñer, the soon-to-be
foreign minister for the Franco regime, described Maritain as ‘‘a Jewish
convert.’’≥∞ However, in Argentina the criticisms were fundamentally dif-
ferent. To Argentine fascists, Maritain’s tendency to equate generic fas-
cism with totalitarianism was misguided for religious reasons. As we have
seen, most nacionalistas agreed that although the Argentine church had
denounced ‘‘exaggerated’’ nacionalismo as a form of totalitarianism, Italian
fascism was exempt from these denunciations because it was not ‘‘totali-
tarian.’’ In fact, Mussolini himself had adopted totalitarianism as a motif of
self-definition, but Argentines did not care about this fact and insisted that
Maritain had ‘‘no right’’ to equate fascism with what they considered to
be the real totalitarianisms: communism and liberalism. Fascism worked
against those ideologies, as Meinvielle or Pico implied, and Catholics should
end their ‘‘horror of fascism’’ and work with it against communism and
liberalism.≥≤

Although César Pico had introduced Maritain approvingly before his
talks in the Cursos, he thereafter became his most ardent critic. Pico did not
claim that the church should be friendly to totalitarian regimes, but simply
argued that generic fascism was not a form of totalitarianism. Pico asserted
that the Catholic influence in Italian fascism inhibited any possible totali-
tarian orientation, and he advocated a radical collaboration between fascism
and Catholicism.≥≥ He a≈rmed that generic fascism would increasingly
become similar to a Catholic form of fascism. Father Castellani agreed with
Pico that Catholicism should be the theory of fascism, but the priest was less
sure that generic fascism and nacionalismo had already achieved that aim.
Although Castellani conceded that the word ‘‘nacionalismo’’ could have
many general meanings, he defended his own definition of the term as ‘‘a
sociological-historical phenomenon of the present world that appeared after
the War of 1914 . . . that was first concretized in Italy and named fascism.
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Nacionalismo aims . . . to be the solution to the contemporary political
problem between the unquestionable insu≈ciency of the liberal solution
and manifest falsity of the Marxist solution.’’≥∂

Castellani equated his notion of political theory with Catholic doctrine
and argued that fascism was an expression of generic nacionalismo. He
wrote a letter in the form of a literary fantasy to Mussolini, in which he
adopts the persona of Charles V of Spain, writing from purgatory. In this
letter, the ‘‘Emperor’’ tells the Duce that purgatory awaits him as well, but
he praises the Italian dictator for defending Catholicism and Latinity (lati-
nidad) as he had done in his time.≥∑ The letter shows that Castellani shared
with Italian fascists like Marshall De Bono an idea of transnational fascism as
related to the Roman legacy. But the letter also represents his ambivalent
Argentine posture about Italian fascism; this ambivalence expressed the
tension between theory and practice within nacionalismo, specifically the
view that fascism was acceptable on a practical but not theoretical level.≥∏

As we had seen, many nacionalistas believed their movement already had
a theory—a fascist Catholic one. However, for Castellani as well as Fran-
ceschi and other nacionalista members of the clergy, the nacionalista theo-
retical apparatus remained an exercise in the making. In this context, Cas-
tellani clearly identified the ‘‘sacred task and duty’’ of building an acceptable
Catholic form of fascism with the intellectual exercise of ‘‘thinking the
patria,’’ namely, giving a Catholic doctrinal underpinning to nacionalismo.
‘‘Thinking the patria,’’ Castellani argued, will bridge the gap between ‘‘pure
theory’’ and ‘‘pure practice’’ within nacionalismo.≥π

Hispanidad, Spanish Fascism, and the ‘‘Argentine Empire’’

Father Gabriel Riesco, a Spanish-born Argentine priest, went beyond the
nacionalista mainstream when he asserted that ‘‘hispanidad’’ should work as
an international template for Argentines, a notion later historians of Argen-
tine nacionalismo have reified.≥∫ Riesco argued that Latin America lacked
autonomy and always copied Europe. Thus, he sometimes criticized the
nacionalistas for their excessive ‘‘localism’’ in conceiving politics and their
refusal to accept the Spanish European template. By calling for a trans-
national ideology that could go ‘‘beyond nacionalismo,’’ Riesco made ex-
plicit a hope to copy Franco’s version of fascism.≥Ω Riesco was an exception.
Although, there were mimetic tendencies in nacionalismo, they did not
predominate among the nacionalista majority.
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The importance of Spanish fascism and the Spanish Civil War of 1936
should not be underemphasized. If Italian fascism dominated the inter-
national fascist scene before 1936, the appearance of Spanish fascism, a form
of fascism that resembled Argentine nacionalismo, clearly a√ected the dy-
namic fluctuations of Argentine nacionalista ideology. Most nacionalistas
saw the Spanish Civil War as a crusade in which fascism worked to ‘‘restore
Christianity.’’ Franceschi, for example, traveled to the Spanish front as an
o≈cial representative of Argentine Catholicism and played a central role in
the Argentine denial of the massacre at Guernica.∂≠ Unlike Riesco, most
nacionalistas identified Spanish fascism as yet another form of nacionalismo.
Moreover, between 1936 and 1945 Argentine nacionalistas presented his-
panidad as a central dimension of nacionalismo.

Hispanidad was not born with nacionalismo but, like Argentina as a
whole, it was born liberal.∂∞ For the earliest ancestors of nacionalismo (the
still liberal cultural nationalists such as Manuel Gálvez or Ricardo Rojas,
among many others), the essence of the Argentine ‘‘soul’’ was Hispanic and
Creole. These ancestors presented the heavy Italian immigration as under-
mining this essentially Hispanic character of Argentina. Against a liberal
tradition (ideally represented by Sarmiento) that equated civilization with
non-Iberian European cultures, these intellectuals reclaimed the Hispanic
roots of the country and at the same time denounced the cosmopolitanism
of other European and North American influences. Cultural nationalists
shared with Latin American thinkers such as the Uruguayan José Enrique
Rodó a rejection of U.S. influence and a clear fear of the unmediated irrup-
tion of the masses in public life.∂≤

If for many nineteenth-century liberals, Italian immigration had repre-
sented progressive trends and Spain represented backwardness and informal
imperialism, the cultural nationalists of the early 1900s inverted the terms of
the equation. For them Italians represented urbanism, political radicalism,
and secularism, while Spanish immigrants such as the Basques were now
equated with religious attitudes and the pastoralism of the Pampas. While
reversing the hispanophobia of the past, the early twentieth-century prede-
cessors of nacionalismo did not identify hispanidad with a noninclusive
notion of the national self; the cultural nacionalistas of the beginning of the
century were not, in short, protofascists. But in terms of what they opposed
and condemned, they shared targets with Argentine fascists. They especially
shared a rejection of positivism, anticlericalism, materialism, and ‘‘soulless
cosmopolitanism.’’
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Whereas the cultural nationalists had an anti-Italian bias, nacionalistas
were able to fuse and present Italian and Spanish ethnic backgrounds as
necessary elements of Argentina. Ironically, in this specific sense, the na-
cionalistas were more ‘‘inclusive,’’ but only as far as Italians and Spaniards
were concerned. In other words, nacionalistas were open to foreigners only
to the extent that they considered both Spaniards and Italian as acceptable
Latin races that could be digested by the body of the nation—‘‘ultimate
others’’ such as Jews were excluded from this equation.

All in all, nacionalistas were able to accept the hispanophilic elements
of their predecessors while implicitly rejecting their anti-Italian trends. Na-
cionalistas considered both national groups as relatively equal partners
within the context of the Latin fascist world. Thus, the centrality of Spain as
a symbol of the country preceded the Spanish Civil War but once the war
was under way, it became firmly established. Like their ideological ances-
tors, nacionalistas saw hispanidad as embedded in Catholicism, but unlike
them, nacionalistas now linked this idea with an unprecedented hostility
toward liberal democracy.∂≥

After 1936, for nacionalistas, the idea of hispanidad was directly related to
the Spanish Civil War, as Spanish fascists needed to rethink their imperial
past in neoimperialistic terms. But the very term ‘‘hispanidad’’ (as it was
used by fascists across the Atlantic) was born not in Europe but in Argen-
tina. The Spanish-born Catholic priest Zacarías de Vizcarra, a significant
clericofascist intellectual and a guide of Argentine nacionalismo in its early
years, coined the term ‘‘hispanidad’’ in Buenos Aires in the pages of an
Argentine Spanish journal. Vizcarra, who was a regular contributor to Crite-
rio, stated that ‘‘hispanidad’’ worked better than ‘‘race’’ for thinking about
the links between Latin America and Spain.∂∂ Vizcarra’s original use of the
term was quickly recognized by Spanish fascists. However, before the Span-
ish Civil War, the idea of hispanidad was mainly known through the influ-
ence of Ramiro de Maeztu’s text Defensa de la hispanidad (1934). In this book,
Maeztu put forward ideas that were shared among Argentines, such as the
stress on the interpenetration of the temporal with the spiritual and its
corollary, namely, the conflation of the Antichrist with an internal enemy
(the ‘‘Antipatria’’).∂∑ Maeztu had been the Spanish ambassador in Buenos
Aires in the late 1920s and had maintained close contacts with nacionalistas
and Catholics ever since.∂∏ Before the publication of his defense of his-
panidad, Maeztu anticipated his main points in articles that he wrote for
Criterio. He also wrote for Crisol.∂π Although Maeztu made very clear that
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Spain had a parental mission toward the territories of her former empire,
Criterio symptomatically reviewed his book as though it spoke only of the
Spanish past and ignored its supposed paternalism toward Latin America.∂∫

The death of Maeztu at the hands of Spanish antifascists confirmed the
nacionalista belief that the debate about hispanidad was not exclusively theo-
retical. For the entire nacionalista movement, the future of nacionalismo
was at stake in Spain.∂Ω Spanish fascists agreed with this argument during
their frequent visits to Argentina. With the exception of the strategically dia-
logical José María Pemán, most of the Spanish fascist hispanicists—especially
the rightist priest García Morente and Spanish theorists and fascist person-
alities Antonio Tovar, Alfonso de Ascanio, Feliciano Cereceda, the Catholic
priest Enrique Díaz de Robles, José Ibáñez Martín, and General José Millán
Astray—displayed without nuance a religious and neoimperialistic notion of
hispanidad that claimed Spain was destined to play the leading fascist trans-
national role in Latin America.∑≠ Neoimperialism had a crucial place in
Spain’s plans for the future, as the Spanish foreign minister Serrano Suñer
told the Nazi paper Völkischer Beobachter in 1941: ‘‘The future of Spain and her
empire is the foremost preoccupation of the Spanish leader.’’∑∞

For Serrano Suñer, Spain had a natural ‘‘preoccupation’’ with the nations
of Hispanic America and the ‘‘danger’’ of communism in the region.∑≤ But
what kind of obligation and what sort of empire did the Spanish fascists have
in mind? Most believed that Spain should reclaim the leading role in a
Hispanic Latin American ‘‘spiritual empire.’’ They pushed for a Spain that
guided Latin America intellectually and politically. As the Spanish fascist
General Millán Astray told the Argentine people in an open letter published
in La Razón, Latin America was going to experience the same crisis that led
to the nacionalista insurgency.∑≥ Thus, the Spanish solution could be their
solution.

Most Argentine nacionalistas agreed. However, without acknowledging
the di√erences between the Spanish notion of hispanidad as a neoimperialis-
tic endeavor and their own notion of hispanidad as a Latin American post-
colonial venture, most nacionalistas integrated the concept of hispanidad
with an idea of Latin America that had Argentina as the legitimate heir of
the empire.∑∂ For Pemán, the Spanish fascists had to ‘‘listen’’ to Latin Amer-
ica, and particularly Argentina, as it was the territorial manifestation of
hispanidad.∑∑ Pemán personally praised the writings of Meinvielle and Pico
on Maritain and fascism, arguing that Argentine nacionalismo was better
qualified than European fascism because it lacked the latter’s ‘‘suggestive or
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mimetic’’ character: ‘‘When there is no Ethiopia to conquer, no Tunisia to
remember, and no Austria to absorb, it is cleaner and nobler to engage in a
bit of fascism.’’∑∏ Pemán’s understanding of Argentine fascism mirrored the
way Argentine nacionalistas understood themselves, but Pemán tended to
consider fascism as generic and nacionalismo as a particular national case,
and not the other way around. He told nacionalistas that hispanidad repre-
sented the best way to equate fascism with the church, a system that he
approvingly called ‘‘Christian totalitarianism.’’∑π

Rather than simply accepting Pemán’s proposal for a ‘‘dialogue’’ and an
ideological encounter of ‘‘transoceanic hispanidad,’’ Argentine fascists ap-
propriated his words and asserted an Argentine-centric notion of hispani-
dad.∑∫ The Spanish insurgence and the concept of hispanidad acted as cata-
lysts for the nacionalista idea of an Argentine ‘‘imperialist vocation’’ or
‘‘Argentine empire.’’∑Ω

The Argentine idea of empire was encrypted in the supposed European
dimensions of Argentina.∏≠ The idea that Argentina deserved a leading im-
perial place in Latin America, an idea that Mussolini also put forward, was
related to this putative Europeanism of the country. This idea of Europe was
rooted in hispanidad and ‘‘Christianized fascism.’’ Argentina was supposed
to represent the legacy of imperial Spain and the idea of a golden colonial
past. Argentina—a Latin American country—was more European in the
Hispanic sense than Spain. In this view, Latin America, and especially Argen-
tina, was the repository of imperial European authenticity. The idea of an
Argentine empire was a state of becoming. It implied an active realignment,
the reformulation of the neocolonial pact. In other words, this imperial
architecture that nacionalismo redefined Argentina’s place in Latin America
and the world. It was less rooted in national sovereignty and more in trans-
national ‘‘spiritual’’ or ideological hegemony.∏∞

The redefinition of the neocolonial situation had to be rooted in this im-
perial past, which Argentine spiritual and racist values ideally represented.
In a postcolonial world, Argentina, and not Spain, should fuse Latin Ameri-
can imperialism with anti-American and anti-British anti-imperialism. A typ-
ical example of this anti-imperialism was the nacionalista argument about
the Malvinas/Falklands. Nacionalistas argued that the islands should be
Argentine because Argentina was the heir of the Spanish empire. To be sure,
other Argentine ideologies (from socialism to liberalism) shared this view,
but for nacionalismo it was mainly an imperial and sacred question. Argen-
tina defended against Britain the legacy of the Catholic Latin empire.∏≤ In
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short, Argentina stood against what Mussolini had called ‘‘plutocratic im-
perialism.’’∏≥ But in its position against Western imperialism, nacionalista
ideology was not against the West per se. It was, rather, defending a particu-
lar fascist notion of Western anti-imperialist proletarian imperialism impreg-
nated with Catholic fascist overtones. It was based on a typical, Latin Ameri-
can, ambiguous a≈liation with European fascist notions of imperialism.
Anti-Western anti-imperialism could not be a projection of ‘‘non-European
values’’ but an Argentine imperial reassertion of the Western Christian
tradition. Catholic nacionalistas such as Juan Carulla and César Pico consid-
ered Catholicism, patriotism, and the ‘‘defense of the West’’ as the appropri-
ate nacionalista response to ‘‘the danger of Orientalism.’’∏∂

For Pico, Latin America was always ‘‘late’’ with respect to Europe, par-
ticularly with respect to the threat of communism and the necessary re-
action to it.∏∑ For many this had to change. For Carulla, Latin America had
to be defended from a dangerous kind of internal intellectual development.
This development was a ‘‘continental nationalism’’ that stressed ‘‘Asiatic
communism’’ and the indigenous legacy of the Americas. Carulla believed
that Argentine nacionalismo had to act against this ‘‘delirious’’ version of
nacionalismo that denied the ‘‘Latin legacy’’ of Catholic Spain. In his view,
Argentine nationalism had to be protected from the influence of ideas that
he believed had their origin in revolutionary Mexico. Carulla argued that
Argentina, as opposed to Mexico, had racial, religious, and cultural links
with Europe that made it more European than Latin American: ‘‘We are
Europeans in America,’’ he said. Sharing Carulla’s position, Father Fran-
ceschi argued, ‘‘There is no need to deny this: many of us Argentines feel
closer to France or Italy, or Germany, depending on our backgrounds, than
to Venezuela or Nicaragua.’’∏∏ Carulla argued that the choice for Argentina
was clear: either it would end up like Mexico or any other Latin American
country, or it should remain ‘‘European.’’∏π

The idea of ‘‘remaining European’’ was related to the notion of keeping
hispanidad and Latin values as defining Argentina’s uncanny place in Latin
America and beyond. The notions of Argentina’s leading anti-imperialist
role in Latin America or the creation of the cult of nineteenth-century
dictator Juan Manuel de Rosas were also a√ected by this Argentine concep-
tion of hispanidad. Much has been written about the myth of Rosas and its
nacionalista historians. Here it would su≈ce to say that the first nacionalista
vindication of Rosas in the 1930s was related to his presentation as a cham-
pion of both religion and anti-imperialism as encompassed by the idea of
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hispanidad.∏∫ It is in this context that some Argentines developed the far-
fetched notion of an Argentine empire.

The idea of an Argentine empire preceded the events of the Spanish Civil
War. The Uruguayan born writer Horacio Quiroga had warned against it,
while Leopoldo Lugones and even the positivist intellectual José Ingenieros
had earlier advocated it. But in the earlier thought of Lugones (the actual
object of Quiroga’s criticism), and in the later works of José Ingenieros,
Argentine imperialism was not related to the notion of a crusade or pre-
sented as the defense of the Christian world. It was in the pages of La Nueva
República that these ideas were first defended in the late 1920s, but the notion
of Argentine Catholic imperialism had to wait for the events of the Spanish
Civil War and the emergence of the idea of hispanidad to fully develop as a
political trope for nacionalismo.

The fact that nacionalismo appropriated and reformulated the idea of
hispanidad from ‘‘Europe’’ was part of the rationale behind the antifascist
accusations of mimicry. For antifascism the close ideological encounters
across the fascist Atlantic were occasions for European fascist negations of
the multicultural reality of Argentina and Latin America. For example, the
Argentine notion of hispanidad was presented ironically in the antifascist
literary stories Seis problemas para Don Isidro Parodi (1941), written by Borges
and Bioy Casares. In these stories, the character of the Italo-Argentine intel-
lectual Mario Bonfanti, while working for his rich patron, the Italian immi-
grant commendatore San Giácomo, plagiarized versions of the works of Span-
ish fascist Pemán. Borges and Bioy Casares probably wanted to show the
artificiality of an exclusivist notion of the Spanish legacy in melting-pot, half-
Italian Argentina.∏Ω

In a more serious accusation, the literary journal Sur argued that nacio-
nalistas were not really a ‘‘national’’ product insofar as they rejected the
legacy of Argentine independence and wanted to return Argentina to its
preindependence, colonial status vis-à-vis Spain.π≠ This pointed stance was
certainly not the view of most nacionalistas. Less interested in finding contra-
dictions, the nacionalistas understood Spain as a peer interlocutor rather than
the sort of template that Italian fascists wanted Argentines to understand
Italy as o√ering them.π∞ Ironically, this situation promoted some apprehen-
sion about certain Spanish fascist ideological motifs, but only to the extent
that Argentine nacionalistas saw the presence of Catholicism in Spanish fas-
cism as a confirmation of the coherence and success of their own Argentine
road to fascism. As the Pemán case shows, this ‘‘transoceanic’’ interaction
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was not monological but almost polyphonic.π≤ When Pemán, like Gino Arias
before him, defended the Argentine form of Catholic fascism as an example
for Europeans to follow, he told the Argentines what they wanted to hear.

Nazis

During the period 1933–1945, the German embassy distributed pro-German
propaganda throughout Argentina, just as Italians distributed pro-Italian
materials. The German e√ort failed miserably.π≥ Most of the embassy’s
e√orts were countered by successful antifascist campaigns and allied propa-
ganda. U.S. o≈cials joined Argentine antifascists in spreading rumors re-
garding an alleged Nazi plan to invade Patagonia and, more generally, al-
leged Nazi plans to conquer South America and ban Catholicism in the
region, as President Roosevelt stated on October 28, 1941.π∂ Equally impor-
tant, Nazism was not copied by nacionalistas because they understood it as
yet another example of international fascism.

For Argentine antifascists, the nacionalistas were Nazi-fascist automatons
who received orders from Berlin and Rome.π∑ As was always the case,
nacionalista ideology was more complex and dynamic than the antifascists
depicted. To radical extremists like Silveyra or Osés, Nazism was compatible
with the Catholic core of Argentine nacionalismo. For Silveyra, both fascism
and Nazism defended Christian civilization.π∏ But neither Osés nor Silveyra
believed that nacionalistas imitated the Nazis or Italian fascists. A great
admirer of Hitler, Silveyra wrote a special dedication and sent a copy of his
most famous nacionalista book to him. In this text, Silveyra told the Führer
that he was interested in hearing ‘‘his valued opinion about this work’’ and
symptomatically characterized Hitler as ‘‘the incarnation of the purest na-
cionalismo.’’ The fact that Silveyra conveyed this to Hitler in a private text
written only for Hitler proves that Silveyra’s belief in generic nacionalismo
was probably more genuine than strategic.ππ In Silveyra’s mind, Nazism was
an example of generic nacionalismo rather than an expression of anything
original.

As we have seen with Father Filippo, nacionalistas took seriously the
accusation that they were Nazis, because of its dangerous anti-Catholic
implications. Borges, in his ‘‘Definition of the Germanophile,’’ equated Na-
zism with nacionalismo and dismissed nacionalistas as un-Catholic, arguing
that their ‘‘Jesuitical or Nietzschean’’ explanations were far from the ‘‘moral-
ity of Jesus.’’π∫
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The writers of Clarinada had no qualms about accepting the term ‘‘ger-
manófilo’’ for themselves but they never called themselves Nazis.πΩ The ob-
vious question remains: were nacionalistas mimicking the Nazis, as Borges,
the Jewish press, and the entire antifascist movement contended?∫≠ Politi-
cally, ideologically, and even religiously, nacionalistas did not understand the
question in these terms. They believed they had two choices: either de-
nounce the pagan tendencies of the Nazis, or ignore them. Most nacionalis-
tas chose the latter, whereas all the nacionalista priests and Catholic publica-
tions were almost compelled, as we have seen, to choose the former.∫∞

Nacionalismo and the Creation of the Enemy

Argentine nacionalistas explained Nazi, Spanish, and Italian fascist experi-
ences as examples of an international tendency of the radical Right, namely,
as European versions of nacionalismo.∫≤ The Argentine reception of the
moderate and conservative form of fascism that the Portuguese regime
represented took the same line.∫≥ They did not regard these European fas-
cisms as ideals to follow slavishly. Many nacionalistas in fact claimed that
Argentine nacionalismo was more Hispanic than Spain itself because it
better expressed Spain’s imperial traditions.∫∂ As we have seen, they under-
stood Italian fascism in the same way, believing themselves more fascist than
the Italian fascists. The later Peronist alliance with Franco, and even perhaps
the warm Peronist reception of Nazi and Italian fascist ‘‘refugees,’’ owed
something to this notion of Argentina as a primary, albeit adaptive, Catholic
repository of transnational ideas of fascism. Notwithstanding the imperial-
istic claims of the Spanish regime, Spanish propaganda amounted little
more than unsubsidized discursive overtures.∫∑ Nacionalistas never criticized
Franco’s regime, considering it an attempt to establish a ‘‘national Catholic
state,’’ such as Argentina might one day become, but which represented fu-
ture possibilities more than a reality. (After 1945, many nacionalistas under-
stood Peronism as the realization of this state.)∫∏

Understanding nacionalismo as an instrument of God allowed nacio-
nalistas such as Leopoldo Lugones to think that their politics transcended
profane normative restrictions and realized its totalizing imperatives and
wishes. Only sacred normativity mattered. Nacionalista politics then put
forward a notion of what should be done, namely, create a ‘‘Christianized’’
fascist normativity for a secular world. This was less a political program
than a religious, spiritual, and even aesthetic impetus. The theory and prac-
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tice of Lugones represented at times a symptomatic expression of aestheti-
cism, yet, in his original articulation of Christianized fascism in political and
literary terms, fascism was equally influential and deserves a special analysis.
This last section of the chapter briefly deals with Lugones’s ideological
machinations, and through Lugones it aims to establish a bridge between
the idea of Christianized fascism and the fascist conception of the enemy.

In his late Catholic period, Lugones wrote sacredly inspired poetry in
which he expressed his taste for pushing the aesthetic to the extreme. He
wrote, for example, a poem about the swaddling clothes of baby Jesus and
another about a sacred bell that saved a child.∫π These Christian pieces, when
combined with Lugones’s late political writings, linked to his overall concep-
tion of nacionalista politics as Catholic.∫∫ For Lugones, the ‘‘reality’’ of these
Catholic politics showed that they were a religious and aesthetic choice that
transcended ethical concerns. God, he concluded, lay behind all beauty, and
beauty was essential to the harmonic nature of Lugones’s politics.∫Ω The
‘‘medieval synthesis’’ of Catholicism and classicism provided a template for
the contemporary authoritarian state that he championed. Aesthetics for Lu-
gones not only dovetailed with politics, but at times seemed to constitute it.

Lugones highlighted the beauty of the Argentine past considered from
the points of view of war and the religiosity of Argentina’s founding fa-
thers. But he insisted that beauty, as an expression of God, transcended
history. In Lugones’s mind, upholding sacred beauty meant, in practical
terms, upholding nacionalista politics and defending an authoritarian civili-
zation. Against his sacred and aesthetic notion of the world, which con-
stituted his politics, Lugones held up the usual suspects—rationalism, mate-
rialism, and sensualism—‘‘isms’’ that he believed ‘‘inverted’’ a proper politics
and divinized materialism. He presented communist notions of expropria-
tion and rebellion as acts of vandalism that were o√ensive not for ethical but
for religious and aesthetic reasons.Ω≠ For Lugones, nacionalismo was des-
tined to be an instrument of God in the final apocalyptic moment, the
ultimate fight between two enemies, ‘‘hierarchic civilization against com-
munist barbarism.’’Ω∞

Lugones believed the enemy represented a reversed form of absolutism
that included ‘‘the denial of God, of the fatherland, of duty.’’Ω≤ He insisted
that thinking should be an act of ‘‘faithful’’ intuition, in which the thinker as
an artist had to achieve a ‘‘state of beauty’’ to create beauty, as opposed to
the typical ‘‘supreme means’’ of individualist ‘‘analysis’’ that focuses on
‘‘understanding.’’Ω≥ The ‘‘Catholic synthesis’’ helped the nation achieve this
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state of beauty. In 1910, Lugones, during his liberal phase, had argued that
despite its national prosperity, Argentina lacked a proper spirituality.Ω∂ Now
he argued that Catholicism provided a ‘‘dogma’’ that could counteract the
degeneration that accompanied rationalism, which he characterized as a
‘‘form of suicide that eliminates hope.’’ The ‘‘progressive transgressions’’ of
rationalism implied, for Lugones, a return to the ‘‘apotheosis of matter and
instinct.’’ Instinct was an aspect of the rationalist program, ‘‘a moral without
dogma,’’ that he, and the nacionalista movement, opposed.Ω∑

Like most nacionalistas, Lugones identified this secular, rational enemy
with unrestrained lubricity and excessive sexuality, which poisoned politics
and the state. But even worse, these traits tainted Argentine culture, which
informed and influenced the national being: ‘‘The materialization of art
progresses toward the same goal, and we are reaching the point of sys-
tematic absurdity—that is to say an ugliness lacking sexual purity [ fealdad
impúdica]—which includes the jazz of blacks, the infamous lubricity of tango
and foxtrot, and nudism, which is the precursor of free love; all these things
are for monkeys.’’Ω∏

In the last article he published before his suicide—an event, according to
Jorge Luis Borges that was related to his extramarital a√air with a young
Argentine university student—Lugones elaborated on his notion of bes-
tiality, or more generally, the inhumane nature of the internal enemy, identi-
fying its program with a theoretical apparatus that included not only Hegel,
Marx, and Lenin but also Darwin, Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche (with his
‘‘anarchic anti-Christianity and egocentric omnipotence’’). But there was a
more contemporary and equally dangerous outcome of these philosophical
systems that Lugones identified as a central element of the rationalist proj-
ect against God and Argentina:

Thus, at last, it is Freud, for whom all human life develops as the moral subject

and object between two determinations: physical love, of course that is to say

carnal appetite, and hatred, that is to say the empire of instincts as principal

motor of intelligence. Freud entitles these determinations under the significant

labels of Eros and Ananké or fatality (Civilization and Its Discontents).Ωπ

For Lugones, Freud sidelined God and reduced him to a mere illusory
product of the human mind. He found this idea outrageous in both aesthetic
and ethical terms. He was particularly worried that psychoanalysis blurred
the line between his standard notion of the Christian West and the ‘‘savage’’
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non-Western societies, perhaps including the native inhabitants of Argentina
and Latin America, whom he saw as the ultimate other—a radical other
who by their mere existence defined the European racial qualities of Argen-
tina. ‘‘God is [for Freud] no more than the idealization, in itself bipolarized,
of the Totem or beast-pet that some savage tribes possess.’’Ω∫

Freud connected Darwin with politics, as standing against God and na-
tion. Thus, according to Lugones, their new ‘‘religion’’ was ‘‘synthesized in
the overpowering beast’’ of instinctual forces that psychoanalysis brought to
the fore. He clearly saw psychoanalysis as a counterreligion, an ‘‘attempt at
transcendental explanation’’ that, by embracing sexuality, the ‘‘Totem-God’’
and the ‘‘monkey-man,’’ was essentially ‘‘anti-Christian.’’ If nacionalismo,
which for Lugones meant Argentina, needed a Christianized fascism, it was
not surprising but rather ‘‘highly significant’’ that the theoretical subjects of
the enemy, from Marx to Darwin to Freud, were ‘‘Jews and Protestants.’’ΩΩ

This fundamentalist conflation of fascist notions of the enemy and anti-
Semitism with radical critiques of science and psychoanalysis is a defining
element of Argentine fascist ideology at large.∞≠≠ Nacionalismo, like Italian
fascism, was against the legacy of the Enlightenment and associated its
defenders with the notion of a radical abject. This notion was one of the
lasting legacies of Christianized fascism. It was its rather dubious gift to
Argentine history. In other words, it represents its most original contribu-
tion to what was destined to become a standard notion for the fascists, the
neofascists, and ultimately the military of the last Argentine dictatorship in
the decades that followed. The place of nacionalista ideology in the con-
struction of Peronism is the other indirect, and sometimes direct, legacy of
nacionalismo. The epilogue of this book provides a critical reflection about
these two legacies of nacionalismo, but before that, let me provide a neces-
sary moment of transnational recapitulation.

Trasnational Fascism: A Recapitulation

In 1934 Italy was both host and victor of the soccer World Cup. Some
antifascists still contend that Mussolini manipulated some referees, par-
ticularly one Swiss referee, during the tournament. When Italy reached the
final against Czechoslovakia, Mussolini attended the game with great expec-
tations. Some days before, he had declared his ‘‘passion’’ for the sport. The
championship match at the Fascist National Stadium was intense and messy.
During the second half, the Czechs scored on a shot from an almost impos-
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sible angle. But then Orsi scored for Italy, tying the game just nine minutes
before the end. The story is well known. In overtime, the famous Italian
player Giuseppe Meazza passed the ball to Enrique Guaita, who passed it to
Angelo Schiavio, who scored the goal that secured the championship, in an
act that he later described as one of ‘‘desperation.’’ In the concluding cere-
mony, Mussolini personally handed the players the trophy as well as a
special fascist medal as they made the fascist salute, right arms pointed to
the sky. The victory, Il Corriere della Sera asserted, was ‘‘a grandiose work of
propaganda.’’

Four of the eleven members of the starting team, Enrique Guaita (the top
scorer of the World Cup), Raimundo Orsi (second top scorer), Luis Monti,
and Attilio De Maria, were in fact born in Argentina and two of them (Monti
and De Maria) had played for Argentina in the previous World Cup of 1930.
But this fact went without notice in the fascist press. These Argentine
players had gone to Italy as adults to play professional soccer, and just be-
fore the World Cup they were granted Italian citizenship and became fas-
cist heroes.∞≠∞ For Italian fascism, these players were Italians through and
through. No trace of ‘‘Argentineness’’ was ever mentioned in the fascist
press. Even today some Argentine antifascists would claim that without
these ‘‘Argentine players’’ Italy would not have won the World Cup.

This anecdote is symptomatic of a broader phenomenon described in this
book. It shows the complexity of the construction and interpretation of the
Italian–Argentine connection. Mussolini not only saw Argentina as a site of
potential conquest, but also as a nation lacking autonomy. Argentina, due to
its Italian ‘‘blood,’’ had to follow Italy in its imperial designs. In a specific
fascist sense, Argentines were, or could only be, Italians. However, for most
Argentines, Italy was, at best, one component of the blood running through
the veins of the nation. For Italians, these veins were just an expansion of the
Italian organism, or as Mussolini claimed its ‘‘arterial links.’’ Fascist Italy, the
‘‘mother’’ of all Argentines, considered itself entitled to use Argentina in the
same maternal way it had used its Argentine scorers during the World Cup.
This conception was at the center of the Italian project for spreading fascism
in Argentina, particularly through nacionalismo. They did this in direct
competition with the Germans, who were also intent on propagandizing
their version of fascism. In this study of previously unresearched Italian
fascist archives I have shown how the Italian ministry of propaganda subsi-
dized the same nacionalista venues and activities subsidized by the Nazis.∞≠≤
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Mussolini once said that fascism as a radical form of Italian nationalism
was not for export. However, fascism was exported outside Italy from its
very beginning. More generally, the Duce did not see a contradiction be-
tween fascist radical nationalism and transnational fascism. Fascist imperial-
ism provided the ideological binder. He presented fascism as a universal
phenomenon ready to be adopted worldwide by ‘‘smaller nations’’ such as
Argentina, as he once told an Argentine fascist at a secret meeting.∞≠≥ As
Antonio Gramsci perceived early on, fascism was a movement of ‘‘inter-
national scale.’’∞≠∂ Whereas Gramsci saw fascism as an instinctual form of
imperialism, Mussolini often saw this imperialism as a form of derivative
propaganda. He often thought of Argentina as a special case, as a ‘‘family
member,’’ but also considered it another small nation. To some extent, this
seemingly contradictory notion was inspired by the equally contradictory
prefascist nationalist tradition of Italian imperialism. In this view Argentina
was not only a ‘‘colony’’ but also an example of Italian entrepreneurship. In
the liberal period both countries had decided to take shelter under the Pax
Britannica, which imposed limits to their expansion, providing them not
only with a sense of being ‘‘small’’ great powers but also with restricted
regional aims that were often legitimized through shared Roman roots as
well as shared citizens. But as far as Mussolini was concerned, these aims
were now a thing of the past. Mussolini’s geopolitical ambitions were far
from regional, and he no longer considered that exporting Italians was
beneficial for the Italian organism. Propaganda was now a vessel for a new
transregional fascist imperialism that included Argentina as a special case in
the export of fascism.

Italians, as I have shown in this book, were selling fascism across the
Atlantic, but the Argentines were not buying it wholesale. In response to the
Italian proposal that Argentina adopt universal fascism, the Argentines put
forward ‘‘universal nacionalismo.’’∞≠∑ This was a model of adaptation that
was based on longstanding Argentine traditions of ‘‘reading’’ Europe from
the distant ‘‘European’’ perspective of the Southern Cone. It is not possible
to understand Argentine nacionalismo without Italian fascism. But this is
only half of the story.

Nacionalistas took what they wanted from the original fascist matrix.
They believed that this Argentine adaptation of fascism made it better than,
or superior to, European fascism. God himself guaranteed the superiority of
the Argentine version of fascism. This idea was not restricted to Argentines.
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It was shared, as we have seen, by some European fascists, such as the
Spaniard José María Pemán. Whereas Italian fascism mainly saw itself as a
political religion or a ‘‘faith,’’ as Mussolini put it, the Argentines saw their
movement as the political expression of God. It is this conflation of fascism
and Catholicism that made the Argentine variant di√erent from other forms
of fascism. Not even Spain’s or Romania’s, the most ‘‘religious’’ European
forms of fascism, presented such a radical fascist conflation with the sacred
as did Argentine clericofascism.∞≠∏ Both the Spaniard José Antonio Primo de
Rivera and the Romanian ‘‘Captain’’ Codreanu had a more Maurrasian
notion of religion as an instrument of fascist politics.

Although Primo de Rivera argued that ‘‘every historical process is, in the
end, a religious process,’’ only point twenty-five of the twenty-seven points
of Falange’s program of 1934 made reference to religion. Moreover, the
program clearly stated that church and state should be separated.∞≠π

Romanian fascism was related to the sacred, but its proponents presented
God as a protector ‘‘who cares for us’’ rather than as the ultimate political
decider. Their leader, Corneliu Codreanu, did not present himself as a me-
dium of the sacred but claimed autonomy from God when it came to
making political decisions, a separation that Argentine nacionalistas never
claimed. The archangel Saint Michael protected the Romanian fascist move-
ment but did not direct its politics.∞≠∫

In short, although the Romanian and Spanish fascists engaged fascism
with the sacred, neither Primo de Rivera nor Codreanu ever said that they
represented a ‘‘Christianized’’ fascism, as Argentine nacionalistas claimed.
For instance, one Argentine fascist, Nimio de Anquin, defined nacionalismo
as an entirely ‘‘Catholic idea’’ specially connected to God. One of the most
famous of the Argentine fascists, Father Virgilio Filippo, insisted that Argen-
tine nacionalismo, rather than Italian fascism, represented a template for the
radical Right, not only in Latin America but throughout the entire world.
Most nacionalistas, like Filippo, inverted the terms of the equation and
presented fascism as a generic form of nacionalismo.∞≠Ω

The nacionalista idea of ‘‘Christianized fascism’’ presents the case of Ar-
gentine fascism as the more radical fascist conflation of politics and the
sacred. The notion that God was the real chief, the political decider, would
have been anathema to Mussolini. For Mussolini, if there was one God for
fascism, it was himself.

Both Argentine antifascists and fascists projected a harmonious image of
the conflation of fascism and Catholicism, which the contemporary histo-
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rian must present in both contextual and critical terms. Whereas antifascists
saw clericofascism as a matter of fact that confirmed traditional antireac-
tionary stereotypes, for nacionalistas the conflation of the clerical and the
fascist implied a denial of actual di√erences. In addition, for nacionalistas
this clericofascist conflation was informed by the blurring of distinctions or
hierarchies between laymen and clergy. Most important, this conflation
ultimately provided a legitimatizing device for the nacionalista movement
in the army and among the population as a whole.

For the Argentines the fascist experience was part of the Italian and, more
broadly, European fascist subordination of empirical knowledge to ideologi-
cal conviction. But in the Argentine case the refusal to have the reality
principle at work even included Italian fascism itself. In other words, na-
cionalistas were not significantly concerned with the Italian fascist experi-
ence as Italy perceived and represented it. In Italy the fascist master narrative
and its Mussolinian core could only be ‘‘changed’’ by the leader. In Argen-
tina this narrative was appropriated, criticized, and reformulated by every-
one in the nacionalista movement. For both Italian fascism and Argentine
nacionalismo the realm of politics was reinterpreted as the expression of a
sacred whole (the ever-changing doctrine). But in the Argentine case, the
fascist sacred was literalized by the inclusion of the institutional church
within the ideology of the nacionalista formation. The strong Italian tension
between ‘‘fascist secularism’’ and the ‘‘sacred’’—which often included an
aggressive and secularizing reframing of religion by Mussolini and others—
was not avoided in Argentina. But it was, rather, encrypted within the
ideology of the nacionalista movement. Both the Argentine and the Italian
movements included a dynamic theoretical, and sometimes practical, quest
for the sublime heights of radical transcendence (the fascist flights that I
have previously analyzed are a case in point). However, the Argentines
understood their quest, and their movement at large, as the earthly political
expression of God. God was, so to speak, the Duce of nacionalismo.

For the fascist forma mentis, politics involved the primacy of meaning over
the external world. In the Italian case, the primacy of politics was the
outcome of a meaningful concept of fascism that presented doctrine not as
an allegory to be deciphered but as reality itself presented in doctrinal
terms. Day-to-day politics was frequently understood within this frame-
work, which blurred the more enlightened opposition between belief and
knowledge. This was the actual meaning of the act of ‘‘listening to the
Duce.’’ Being a ‘‘listener’’ involved the conscious and unconscious devalua-
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tion of empirical experience and reality checks. Across the Atlantic fascist
theory emptied ‘‘experience’’ and rendered it mythological and extraordi-
nary. But for the Argentine nacionalistas, Italian fascism itself was an alle-
gory that had to be deciphered in conjunction with the teachings of the
church. The nacionalistas, in particular, interpreted Argentine reality in
accordance with the views of nacionalista priests. Whereas in Italian fascism
‘‘theory’’ was personified in the dicta of the Duce, in Argentina fascist theory
became Catholic theory. Clerical fascism constituted the mainstream of
Argentine Catholicism in the 1930s and 1940s.∞∞≠ Nothing the Argentine
nacionalistas claimed can be understood without taking into account this
relation between the secular and the sacred in Argentina. All politics were
for them theological in their ultimate sense.∞∞∞

In Argentina, the full or totalizing stress on historical change through the
agency of one individual (Mussolini) was displaced into a set of core myths:
the myth of Uriburu, the myth of an integral Catholic Argentine society, and
the myth of a Catholic nacionalista army, the conjunction of the sword and
the cross that cared for all three. All these myths were grounded in reality,
but their practical articulations were less embedded in it. An extreme indi-
vidualistic fusion of empirical political practice with an exaggerated sense of
a sacred individual legacy and crusade-like mission made it almost impos-
sible for the nacionalista movement to have a single leader. It also liberated
nacionalistas from the strong Italian emphasis on emulation and gave them
much more intellectual autonomy. On the other hand, as many nacionalistas
repeatedly claimed, the movement always risked becoming a field for ab-
stract theoretical debate and impotent political strategies. Typical stagnant
discussions were frequently related to the nature of electoral politics and the
problematic relationship of nacionalismo to the conservative party.∞∞≤

But in other areas the nacionalista brand of theoretical politics proved
extremely influential. Nacionalismo was engaged in international debates
on an equal footing with their European counterparts. Some of the most
important Italian and Spanish fascist intellectuals (Ramiro De Maeztu, José
María Pemán, Gino Arias, or Massimo Bontempelli, for example) wrote
special articles for Argentine publications, as did some of the most re-
nowned French intellectuals, such as Jacques Maritain or Pierre Drieu la
Rochelle, who put forward their own ideas about fascism and antifascism in
Argentina. Drieu la Rochelle, for example, wrote a regular column for the
most important Argentine paper, La Nación, saying in one issue that fascism
was a ‘‘historical necessity’’ and a new ‘‘civilization.’’ Moreover, for the
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French intellectual, fascism was a transnational phenomenon with specific
national currents. ‘‘The fascist international,’’ Drieu la Rochelle argued, ‘‘is
acting around the globe [and is] the international of nationalisms.’’∞∞≥ This
was certainly political music for nacionalista ears. Even Mussolini, as we
have seen, frequently boasted to Argentines about his own position in the
‘‘international’’ dimensions of fascist ideology. The Argentines engaged
these intellectuals in longstanding debates, but by and large they never
adopted their arguments. The nacionalista conflation of fascist imperialism
with hispanidad and Latin American anti-imperialism proved quite original
and influential. Hispanidad was born in Argentina, not in Spain.∞∞∂ A na-
cionalista intellectual created the anthem of the Malvinas/Falklands that
Argentines sang during the war in 1982 and that children still sing in every
Argentine public school today.∞∞∑ Moreover, the nacionalista Catholic notion
of anti-imperialism underlies the genealogy of the totalitarian ideological
dimensions of the 1982 war in the South Atlantic. The ideologues of the last
Argentine dictatorship (1976–1983) presented Argentina as an absolutely
Catholic, nondemocratic, authoritarian nation. As one mainstream priest
and ideologue of the juntas put it in 1982, this Catholic vision personified the
‘‘Christian state.’’ The war, he argued, represented the ultimate means of
national rea≈rmation. The war was supported by God insofar as the divine
had established the sovereignty of the nation. God gave Argentina its territo-
ries including the Malvinas/Falklands and God supported the war against
‘‘colonialism.’’ Defending the sovereignty that God provided was an ‘‘act of
self-defense.’’ This was confirmed by ‘‘a religious and supernatural vision—
the only one in the end absolutely real with respect to the actual context
that the country is living through and its current and future placement
among other nations.’’ This view was explicitly informed by the nacionalista
idea of national politics as being ‘‘at the service God’’ and against liberalism
and Marxism. It also reproduced the idea of Argentine primacy in Latin
America’s battle against plutocratic imperialism. This explanation, provided
by a priest at the University of Buenos Aires, is symptomatic of the central
link between nacionalista theory and the ideology and practice of the last
military junta.∞∞∏

The influence of nacionalista ideology defines Argentine collective mem-
ory. It is the nacionalista revisionist view of history that still prevails among a
majority of the Argentine population∞∞π and, although largely occluded by
historians, the nacionalistas’ social, totalitarian, corporativist policies first
articulated topics that were later appropriated by Peronist populism.∞∞∫ The
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nacionalista and clericofascist push for neutrality during the Second World
War strongly influenced Argentine military leaders and significantly a√ected
Argentina’s o≈cial abandonment of Jewish victims of the Holocaust and its
subsequent openness toward Nazi and other fascist ‘‘refugees.’’∞∞Ω The na-
cionalista denial of the killing of Patagonia’s native population (the brothers
Irazusta presented it as a Christian crusade)∞≤≠ played a role in the national
denial of this ethnic cleansing—a denial that still informs Argentina today.
Nacionalistas were a substantial force behind the degradation of Argentine
Indians, and they clearly embraced Domingo Faustino Sarmiento’s call for
their extermination as a ‘‘sublime’’ endeavor.∞≤∞ From Salta to Buenos Aires
to Patagonia, nacionalistas also participated in the longstanding Argentine
debate about the national being, adding xenophobic illiberal colors to the
Argentine prism. They were eager to shape an idea of Argentina as detached
from liberalism and instead constitutive of a ‘‘republican’’ entity that the
influential nacionalista José Luis Torres—who coined the now widely ac-
cepted term ‘‘infamous decade’’ to refer to the 1930s—defined as ‘‘a dicta-
torship of patriots.’’∞≤≤ Nacionalistas were the first political movement to
politicize the issue of crime and security, even organizing demonstrations
against crime in Plaza de Mayo during the 1930s.∞≤≥ And, last but not least, it
was the nacionalista view of the enemy that shaped military policies for
years to come.
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